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THE INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull

Your local councillors: stereotyped, grey-haired old fuddyduddys who spend all their time talking in meetings and never get anything done.

Either that, or cutting-edge blogging nerds wising up to the ways of the web. One or the other.

Some council members in Norfolk have been experimenting with blogs as a way of reaching the public, as part of a project called CivicSurf (www.civicsurf.org.uk).

A handful of newbie bloggers were asked to try it for a few months, just to see what happened. One, whose previous static home page had attracted just seven hits in a year and wasn't terribly optimistic, found his new blog getting hundreds of hits in a month.

Why? Because blogging is about direct communication in two directions. The councillors can get what they want to say out to the people, without it being filtered by their party, their council, or the press.

And in return, the people can say exactly what they want, directly to the people they elected to run things. When a local issue pops up, ordinary folk can discuss it in the comments of their council representative's blog and get their views aired.

It's not just councillors either. Police superintendents, Members of Parliament, even government ministers have been jumping on the blogwagon.

The people at CivicSurf have made a short video about the Norfolk experiment, which you can watch on their web site. Most of the people on it look like the stereotyped councillors you'd expect, but the way they're trying out new ideas is anything but.


+ A modern postcard +

Email is so dull. So old-fashioned. So easy to mistake for spam. Tell you what, why not send your mates an electronic postcard instead? Go to postcard.fm, and fill in the blanks. Upload a photo (any old photo), and a song (any MP3 file you've got hanging around on the computer), fill in the recipient's email address, and boom! It's gone. Could be quite fun. 

Of course, you could always just get a pen out and write an actual, old-fashioned postcard too, but that's not something I'm supposed to mention in a technology column.

+ A Twitter election +

If you're following the twists and turns of the American presidential election, you might be interested in Twitter's experimental site at election.twitter.com. All it does is filter out election-related posts from Twitter users worldwide, and display them in a constantly changing timeline. Quite a neat way to gauge the public mood.

+ Twitter in the classroom +

And talking of Twitter, students in class 5MJ at Fair Field Junior School in Hertfordshire spent much of the last year updating a Twitter page with news of what they were up to. Because Twitter posts have to be short, and can be added from anywhere (a browser, a third-party app, or a mobile phone), they make ideal status update pages for busy teachers. It’s also easy to link to other stuff (like work the students have done and posted elsewhere online) and a simple way to keep mums and dads up to date.

Teachers interested in setting up Twitter accounts for their own classes can grab one in an instant (and for free) at twitter.com.

+ Browsing around ... the canal system +

:: British Waterways, the organisation that manages our canals
www.britishwaterways.co.uk/home

:: Waterscape, a guide to boating, fishing, and more
www.waterscape.com

:: Wikipedia has loads of information about British canals
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canals_of_Great_Britain

:: The Canal maps archive
www.canalmaps.net

::  A nice site about the Macclesfield Canal
www.macclesfieldcanal.org.uk

:: London has lots of canals, most of them sadly overlooked
www.londoncanals.co.uk


+ Thing of the week +

The sticky notes experiment
http://vimeo.com/1700732

+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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